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Abstract-Following an idea originated by Conti for continuous matrix functions, an equivalence 
relation called summable similaritt/ is defined on pairs of n x n matrix functions A and B. Special 
cases of the results show that if A and B are summably similar and the system {A} &em =Am:!:m, 
m =0, 1, 2, . .. is uniformly, exponentially, or strictly stable, or has linear asymptotic equilibrium, 
then the system {B} ~t/m =Bmt/m, m =0, 1,2, ... has the same property. More generally, the same 
conclusion is obtained under weaker conditions relating A and B. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. AU 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Conti [1] defined two n x n matrix functions A and B on [0,00) to be too-similar if there is an 
n x n matrix function S defined on [0,00) such that S' is continuous, Sand S-1 are bounded on 
[0,00), and 
fooo liS' + SB - ASII dt < 00. (1) 
Conti [2] showed that too-similarity is an equivalence relation that preserves strict and uniform 
stability of a linear homogeneous system x' = A(t)x; that is, if the system x' = A(t)x has 
either of these properties and B is too-similar to A, then so does the system y' =B(t)'II. It can 
also be shown that too-similarity preserves exponential stability. The author [3] weakened (1) 
and introduced a definition called too-quasisimilarity that is not symmetric or transitive, but still 
preserves these properties. In this paper we give analogs of some of the results in [1,3] for systems 
of difference equations. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper.N denotes the nonnegative integers, Mnxn is the set of n x n matrix 
functions (with real or complex entries) defined on.N, 
S = {S e M nxn : S and S-1 are bounded}, 
I ={F E M nxn : f: Fm exists}, and A ={F E M nxn : f: IIFmll < oo} . 
m=O m-O 
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We are interested in relating stability properties of two n x n systems of difference equations 
~Xm = Amxm' m~O, and (A) 
~ym = BmYm, m~O, (B) 
where ~ is the forward difference operator. We assume that I +Am and I +Bm are invertible 
for every m ~ o. This guarantees that X, Y E Mnxn defined by 
Xo=I, Xm = (I + Am-I) ... (I + Ao), m~l, 
Yo =1, Ym = (I + Bm- l ) ... (I + Bo), m~l, 
are fundamental matrices for (A) and (B), respectively. If mo is a fixed nonnegative integer, then 
the solutions of (A) and (B) satisfy 
m~O, 
respectively. 
The properties that we consider are defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) (A) is uniformly stable if there is a constant CA independent ofmo such that every solution 
of (A) satisfies IIxmll ~ CAllxmoll, m ~ rna ~ O. 
(b) (A) is exponentially stable if there are constants CA and p independent of mo, with 0 < 
p < 1, such that every solution of (A) satisfies IIxmll ~ CAllxmollpmo-m, m ~ mo. 
(c) (A) is strictly stable if there is a constant CA such that every solution of (A) satisfies 
IIxmll ~ CAllxmoll, m,mo ~ o. 
(d) (A) has linear asymptotic equilibrium if every nontrivial solution of (A) approaches a 
nonzero limit as m -+ 00. 
We omit the elementary proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) (A) is uniformly stable if and only if there is aconstant CA > 0 such that IIXj Xi- l ll ~ CA, 
o~ i ~j. 
(b) (A) is exponentially stable if and only if there are constants CA and p such that CA > 0, 
0< p < 1 and IIXjXi-111 ~ CApi- j , 0 ~ i ~ j. 
(c) (A) is strictly stable if and only if there is a constant CA > 0 such that IIXjX; 111 ~ CA, 
i,j ~ 0, or, equivalently, if and only jfX and X-I are both bounded on N. 
(d) (A) has linear asymptotic equilibrium if and only iflimj....oe Xj exists and is invertible. 
The following definition is a discrete analog of Conti's definition of toe-similarity. 
DEFINITION 2. If A,B E Mnxn then B is summably similar to A (written as B '" A) if there is 
an S E S such that F E Mnxn defined by 
(2) 
is in A. 
THEOREM 2. Summable similarity is an equivalence relation. 
PROOF. Taking B = A and Sm = I in (2) shows that A", A. To show that B '" A implies that 
A", B, suppose that (2) holds for some S E S. Then, 
-S;~IFmS;1 = -S;~I(~Sm)S;1 - BmS;1 + S;~IAm 
=~S;1 +S;~IAm - BmS;I. 
Since S-1 E S and F E A, it follows that E:=o IIS;~IFmS;111 < 00. Therefore, A", B. 
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Now suppose that B '" A and C '" B. Let S and T be in S such that the matrix functions F 
and G defined by 
Fm = ASm + Sm+lBm - AmSm, 
Gm = ATm +Tm+lCm - BmTm 
are in A. Then 
FmTm = (ASm)Tm + Sm+lBmTm - AmSmTm, 
Sm+lGm = Sm+l(ATm) + Sm+lTm+lCm - Sm+lBmTm, 
and 
Sm+lGm + FmTm = Sm+l(ATm) + (ASm)Tm + Sm+lTm+lCm - AmSmTm 
= A(SmTm) + Sm+lTm+lCm - AmSmTm. 
Since S, T E S and F, G E A, it follows that E:=o IISm+lGm + FmTmll < 00. Since ST E N, 
this implies that C '" A. • 
We will see that summable similarity preserves linear asymptotic equilibrium and uniform, 
exponential, and strict stability. However, these results do not require the relationship of B to A 
to be symmetric or transitive. We make the following weaker assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 1. Tbere is an S E S sucb tbat 
(3) 
deflnes an element ofI. Eitber F(O) E A (so B '" A, and we define p =0), or tbere is a positive 
integer p such tbat tbe n x n matrix functions F(l) , ... ,F(p) defined by 
00 
Q(r) _ " F(r-l) and 
m - L..J k 
k=m 
p(r) = Q(r) B _ A Q(r)
m m+l m m m (4) 
are in I, and F(p) E A. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose tbat Assumption 1 bolds. Define 
r 
r(O) = I and r(r) = 1+ S-l L Q(/), 1 ~ r ~ p. 
1=1 
Tben 
o~ i ~ j. (5) 
PROOF. Since Am =(AXm}X;l and Bm = (AYm)Y,;l, we can rewrite (3) as 
Therefore 
X;~lF~)Ym = X;~l(ASm)Ym + X;~lSm+l(AYm) - X;~l(AXm)X;lSmYm 
=X;~lA(SmYm) + (AX;l) SmYm = A (X;lSmYm) j 
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that is, 
~ (X;ISmYm) = X~~IF~)Ym' (6) 
Summing this from m = i to m = j - 1 yields 
j-l 
Xj1SjY; = X i- ISil'i + L X~~IF~)Ym' 
m=i 
Therefore 
This completes the proof if p =O. 
Now, suppose that p 2: 1 and we have established (5) with p replaced by p -1; that is, 
(7) 
Note, that 
~ (X-1Q(P)Y, ) = X-I ~ (Q(P)Y, ) + (~X-l) Q(p)y,m m m m+l m m m m m 
=X~~IQ~~I~Ym + X~~1 (~Q~») Ym - X~~I(~Xm)X;lQ~)Ym 
- X-I (Q(P) B - F(p-l) - A Q(P») y,
- m+l m+l m m m m m 
- X-I (F(P) - F(P-l») y,
- m+l m m m, 
so 
X-I F(p-l)y, = X-I F(p)Y, - ~ (X-1Q(P)y' ) 
m+l m m m+l m m m m m . 
Therefore 
j-l j-l 
"X-l F(p-l)y, = _X:-lQ~P)Y;. + x:.... lQ~P)Y; +"X-l F(p)Y, ~ m+l m m 3 3 3 , , , ~ m+l m m' 
m=i m=i 
Substituting this into (7) and collecting terms involving Y; on the left yields (5). • 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3. If Assumption 1 bolds and (A) is uniformly or exponentially stable tben (B) is 
also. 
PROOF. From Theorem 1 and our hypothesis on (A) there are positive constants OA > 0 and p 
such that 
0$ i $ j. (8) 
(If (A) is exponentially stable then p < 1; if (A) is uniformly stable but not exponentially stable 
then p = 1.) Since limm-+oo Q~) =0 (1 $ r $ p) and S-1 is bounded, it follows that (r(p»;l 
exists and is bounded for i sufficiently large, say i 2: io ~ O. We will show that there is a 
constant OB such that 
io $ i $ j. (9) 
Then Theorem 1 will imply the conclusion. 
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From (5) 
for io ~ i ~ j. Since B, B-1, r(p) , and (r(p»-l are bounded, this implies that there are constants 0: 
and (3 such that 
io ~ i ~ j. 
From this and (8), 
IIYJyt-l ll ~ o:pi- j + (3 Lj-l pm+l- j IIFJf)llllYmyt-lll, io ~ i ~ j, 
m=i 
which we rewrite as 
io ~ i ~ j, (10) 
with 
Uij = 0: + (3p L
j-l 
IIFJf)II pm-i II Ymyt-lll· (11) 
m=i 
Then (10) and (11) imply that 
Ui,j+l - Ui,j = (3p IIF?)II pi-i IIYJyt-l ll ~ (3p IIF?)II Uij, io ~ i ~ j. 
Therefore 
Ui,j+l ~ (1+(3pIIFjP)ll)uij ~uije/3pIIF?)II, 
Since Uii = 0: this implies that 
j-l 
U·· < 0: II e/3pIIF~)1I (12)
'J - io ~ i ~ j., 
m=i 
Since p(p) E A, (10) and (12) imply (9) with 
THEOREM 4. If Assumption 1 holds and (A) is strictly stable, then (B) is also. 
PROOF. From Theorem 1 and our hypothesis on (A), IIXj Xi- l ll is bounded on N x N. We will 
show that lIY;yt- l ll is also bounded on N x N. Then Theorem 1 will imply the conclusion. 
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 3 (with p = 1) shows that 
io ~ i ~ j. 
Now suppose that 0 ~ j ~ i. Summing (6) from m = j to m = i-I yields 
Xj l Bj YJ = X i- l BiYi - Li-I X;~lF~)Ym' 
m=j 
I 
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and an argument like the one used to prove Lemma 1 yields 
o$j $ i. 
Now an argument similar to the one that led to (10) shows that there are constants al and {31 
such 
IIliYt111 $ Vi;, io$j$i (13) 
(recall that (r~P»)-1 is bounded for i ~ io), with 
i-I 
Vi; =al + {31 L IIFM')II
m=; 
IIYm~-II1, io $ j $ i. 
Now 
io $ j $ i-I, 
so 
jo$j$i-1. (14) 
Now choose jo ~ io so that (3111F}p)II < 1/2, j ~ jo. Then 
so (14) implies that 
jo$j$i-1.Vi; $ Vi,Hl exp ({31 IIF}p) II + 2{3~ IIF}")112) , 
Since Vii = al this implies that 
jo $ j $ i. 
This and (13) imply that 
jo $ j $ i, 
which completes the proof. • 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and lim; .....oo S; = Soo exists. Then, if (A) has 
linear asymptotic equilibrium so does (B). 
PROOF. Since lim; .....oo X; is invertible, X and X-I are bounded. Therefore (A) is strictly stable, 
by Theorem 1. Now Theorem 4 implies that (B) is strictly stable; in particular, y-l is bounded, 
by Theorem 1. Our assumptions on S imply that 800 is invertible and that lim;.....oo Si 1 = 
S;,1. Since lim; .....oo r}p) = I and F(p) E .A, (5) implies that lim;.....oo Y; exists. This limit 
must be invertible, since y-l is bounded. Therefore (B) has linear asymptotic equilibrium, 
by Theorem 1. • 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that there is an 8 E S such that the function defined by 
(15) 
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is in A, or it is in I and there is a positive integer p such that the n x n matrix functions 
F(l) 1"" F(p) defined by 
F.(r) - ( ~ F(r-l») B 
m - k m, 1 ~ r ~p, (16) 
k=m+l 
are in I, and F(P) E A. Then (B) is strictly stable. Moreover, if limj.....oo Sj exists then (B) has 
linear asymptotic equilibrium. 
PROOF. The functions F(O) and F(r) defined by (15) and (16) are the same as those defined 
by (3) and (4) if A =O. Since the system ~xm =0 clearly has linear asymptotic equilibrium and 
is therefore strictly stable, Theorems 4 and 5 imply the conclusions. • 
Applying Corollary 1 with Sm = I yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that 
L 
00 
"Bmll <00 (17) 
m=O 
or there is an integer p ~ 1 such that the sums 
1 ~ r ~p, 
(with B~O) = Bj ) converge, and 
f: IIB~)II < 00. (18) 
m=O 
Then (B) has linear asymptotic equilibrium. 
It is known (see, for example [4,5]) that (17) is a sufficient conditions for (B) to have linear 
asymptotic equilibrium. In [4] the author showed that (18) with p = 1 is a sufficient condition. 
In its full generality Corollary 2 is an analog of a result of Wintner [6] for a linear differential 
system y' = B(t)y. 
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